CAM SWITCHES - CUSTOM REQUEST FORM

APPLICATION

- Load switching: [ ] resistive [ ] inductive
- Rated voltage: [ ] AC/DC
- Rated current: [ ] A
- Control of motors: [ ] Starting/Switching off a running motor
- Reverse direction of rotation: [ ]
- Motor rating: [ ] A/VC/kW/HP

DIAGRAM

- Closed contact, 2 positions without cut-off
- Overlapping: second contact closes before first contact opens (not possible with 30° switching angle)
- Impulse contact, closes momentarily when switching from one position to next
- Spring return

MOUNTING

- Front [ ] One-hole [ ] Rear [ ] DIN rail
- Enclosure

STANDARD PRESENTATION

- Handle: [ ] small [ ] medium [ ] large
- Lever: [ ] small [ ] large
- Color: [ ] grey [ ] black [ ] red
- Selector switch style handle
- With key: [ ]
- Choice of key: [ ] 455 [ ] 1424 A [ ] other

LEGEND PLATE AND ENGRAVING

- Choice of legend plate: [ ] 48 [ ] 64 [ ] 72 [ ] 96
- Alu [ ] Black [ ] Red [ ] Yellow

SWITCHING ANGLE

- Engraving: (use opposite box to specify your engravings)
  - [ ] linear
  - [ ] polygonal
- Duty label:
  - (2 x 13 characters):
    - [ ]
    - [ ]
    - [ ]

MARKING OF POSITIONS

- [ ] 90° [ ] 60° [ ] 45° [ ] 30°
- (indicate positions in boxes)

PADLOCKABLE PRESENTATION

- Color: [ ] yellow/red [ ] grey
- Size: [ ] 48 [ ] 72 [ ] 96

OPTIONS

- Foolproof handle: [ ]
- IP rating: [ ] IP 40 (standard) [ ] IP 55 [ ] IP 65
- Terminal covers: [ ]
- Tropicalized version: [ ]